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PROJECT RATIONALE AND OVERVIEW
Materials Recovery Facilities (MRFs) serving many of the 15 member communities of South
Shore Recycling Cooperative (SSRC) reported in 2017 that recycling contamination rates were
rising and that municipalities would soon feel price impacts of higher MRF processing costs and
weak commodity markets.
To better serve its Member towns, in 2016 the SSRC had already applied for and was granted
$82,000 in funding from the MassDEP Sustainable Materials Recovery Program. The project
scope was to determine whether and how much short-term outreach and interventions by a
shared Recycling Education and Compliance Officer (RECO) would help its Member towns
improve residential recycling quality, or to increase compliance with recycling regulations by
private haulers. Under the grant, the SSRC was to provide technical assistance, outreach, and
monitoring of compliance with recycling rules in each participating town, with a goal to either:
1. Increase the proper recycling of paper, cardboard, bottles, and containers (PCBC) by residents
2. Reduce the amount of contamination in the PCBC stream by residents or
3. Improve compliance of private haulers with local recycling requirements
The grant project began in January of 2017, and concluded in June of 2019. Funds covered the
cost of retaining a RECO, outreach materials, equipment, and some of the SSRC Director’s time
to manage the project.
Five SSRC Member towns that provide curbside trash and recycling service (Abington,
Middleborough, Norwell, Rockland and Whitman) requested assistance in reducing
contamination by residents in their recycling carts. To support this, the project provided
technical assistance and best practices, signs and mailers, monitored compliance with recycling
rules, and conducted outreach to decrease contamination and increase recycling of appropriate
materials (paper, cardboard, bottles, and containers - PCBC) by residents in curbside carts. The
Abington project was done in support of a MassDEP IQ Kit grant, which was reported
separately.
Six Member towns with transfer stations elected to improve recycling or PAYT compliance
at their facilities (Cohasset, Duxbury, Hanson, Hingham, Kingston, and Scituate).
Three Member towns requested assistance in improving compliance by private haulers
(Hull, Kingston and Plymouth).
Participating municipalities were required to align their regulations with the grant goal
selected, and commit to providing support for publicity, staff time, and enforcement.
(Appendix 6)
Three-quarters of the project was completed by the initial hire, Julie Sullivan (RECO1). Dorie
Stolley (RECO2) finished the project.
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CURBSIDE (Abington, Middleboro, Norwell, Rockland, Whitman)
Introduction
The SSRC Towns of Abington, Middleboro, Norwell, Rockland, and Whitman elected to work
on reducing contamination in curbside recycling carts. The primary concern was empty plastic
bags (e.g., grocery, newspaper, garbage, dog food, produce) and bagged recyclables or trash.
The project had three phases: outreach, monitoring and tagging, and follow-up.
RECO1 completed the first two phases and RECO2 completed the follow-up.
Abington and Norwell provide weekly recycling (and trash) pickup, while the other three towns
collect recycling every other week. All have information about recycling posted on their town
website, and all towns, except Rockland, have affixed a decal or placard on each cart depicting
recyclables in graphics and text and listing items that should not be included in the recycling.
Abington’s project, which was the first, was done in conjunction with a DEP IQ Kit grant, and
was reported separately. Working as part of this team was very helpful in planning and
executing work in the other towns.
RECO1 met with staff from each town’s Health or Public Works Department to update their
regulations, determine what outreach methods to employ, and identify routes to evaluate.
Route segments that had a lot of contamination were chosen, with unsafe walking routes
excluded (except for Norwell).

Methods
Education and Outreach
Work in each town began with a review of the recycling regulations. When necessary, revisions
were made to these to establish clear rules on recycling and consequences for noncompliance.
Following that, RECO 1 met with staff to determine the best methods of reaching residents with
information about recycling and the upcoming monitoring and tagging project.
For each town, a combination of the following methods was used for outreach and education.
1. Mailer - A “Do Not Bag Recyclables” flyer with an announcement of the curbside
tagging program mailed to households (Appendix 3)
2. Outdoor Signs - “Do Not Bag Recyclables” signs for display at high traffic outdoor
areas or at Town Hall for the duration of the tagging program and beyond. (Appendix 3)
3. Website, Social media – Announcement posted to Town website, Facebook page, etc.
4. Email –message sent to residents who had signed up for notifications
5. Newspaper – articles, op-eds and ads (Appendix 7)
6. Flyers - posted at Town Hall, libraries, senior centers, etc.(Appendix 3)
7. Town-wide phone messages – Also known as “reverse 911 calls,” no town elected to use
this method, although it would have reached all households with land lines and residents
who had registered their mobile phone numbers..
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Recycling Cart Monitoring and Tagging
RECO1 worked with municipal staff and route supervisors in each town to select portions of
routes on two to three collection days that had relatively poor recycling performance.
Recycling cart monitoring and tagging was carried out by RECO1, aided in some towns by
DPW or temporary staff, on four consecutive or near consecutive collection weeks for each
town. (Some evaluation periods were extended due to inclement weather). The goal was to
check each cart four successive times. In a few cases, carts could not be checked because of
road closures or because the recycling truck emptied them before the RECO could reach them.
Monitoring involved flipping open the lid of the cart and observing if the key contaminant, the
plastic bag, was visible. At least two empty bags, or one containing trash or recycling, needed to
be observed to trigger OOPS tagging (or to be considered a violation for the purposes of the
follow-up evaluation). Both RECOs also occasionally tagged for excessive amounts of rubbish in
the recycling or any other egregiously non-recyclable materials.
Three types of tags were used - OOPS, thank you, and thank you plus reminder. The OOPS tag
(see Appendix 3) was used throughout the initial project. If RECO1 determined that a cart was
contaminated and should not be emptied, an OOPS tag was attached to it. The OOPS tag
included a checklist of contaminants; the ones the cart contained were checked. The tag also
included a message that if the contaminants were removed, the cart would be emptied the
following collection week. These carts were not emptied the day the tagging took place, nor in
the following weeks unless the contaminants were removed.
The thank you tag was used during checks 2, 3, and 4 to reinforce appropriate recycling
behaviors. Carts that had received an OOPS tag during checks 1, 2, and 3, were given a thank
you tag once problems were corrected. These carts were emptied.
The final type of tag, the thank you plus reminder, was used during checks 2, 3 and 4 for
residents whose cart had received an OOPS tag in a previous week, and had improved, but still
included non-recyclables in their cart. Much of the contamination consisted of plastic bags.
These carts were emptied.
Any cart that was OOPS-tagged was turned to the side to indicate to the recycling truck driver
to not empty it. Rockland opted to give residents 2 OOPS warnings before non-collection.
Even that created quite a stir, based on the contents of a long and lively Facebook discussion.
Follow-up Evaluations
The follow-up evaluations were intended to measure the lasting effects of the initial efforts and
were completed by RECO2, who conferred with RECO1 to ensure that their evaluation standards
were the same. (In spite of this, differences were discovered, as detailed in “Correction Factor”
section.) OOPS tagging was offered as a service to each town, although it was not necessary to
the project, which relied only on the evaluation of each cart. Some towns elected to have RECO2
OOPS tag; however, it was problematic to complete the routes in advance of the collection truck
when this was attempted and carts were missed because of it. Other towns eschewed the tagging
or requested the cart be turned and the driver would leave a tag. In either case, the term
“violation” was used instead of “OOPS” to indicate non-compliance.
RECO2 also gathered data on overall violation rates, that is the number of carts containing any
of the materials listed in Appendix 1 anywhere in the cart.
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Data Collection
During the initial phase of the project, RECO1 filled out a paper data collection form that listed
carts by address. She used standard abbreviations to denote status (N/O, OOPS, TY, TY
w/reminder, P/U; see below). The space was left blank if the cart contents were in compliance.
If two or more carts were present at one address, the cart number was noted of those that
received a tag. The nature of the violation was recorded on the OOPS tag, but not on the data
sheet. Data was compiled and entered into a master spreadsheet at the end of each work day.
For the follow up evaluation, RECO2 also recorded data on a paper form. Slightly different
annotations were used (see below). Notes were taken on the nature of unacceptable contents.
The two-bag trigger was noted, as were Styrofoam, bagged items, sweepings, trash, plant
material, food contamination, and shrink wrap, among many other non-recyclable items. Photos
were taken of many of the carts and items that were not in compliance. (See Appendix 4)
Standard Abbreviations
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

N/O = Not Out (cart not at roadside)
OOPS = In violation of standards and given an OOPS tag
TY = Thank You (violation of previous visit corrected and no new violations found)
TY w/rem = Thank You plus handwritten reminder (violation of previous visit corrected,
however, new issue observed, but not enough to trigger OOPS tagging)
P/U or Missed = Cart emptied by collection truck before personnel could check it
V = Violation (used for follow-up evaluation only; in violation of standardized list)
V? = Possible Violation (used for follow-up evaluation only; RECO2 discussed violation
with RECO1 to make a determination)
OK = cart checked; contents were not in violation (previous violators only)

Correction Factor
RECO1 and RECO2 unintentionally differed in how thoroughly they checked carts. RECO1 had
a “no rummaging” rule, that is, the lid of the cart was flipped and the top layer of contents
examined without moving any of the contents around to see further in. RECO2 pushed upper
items aside to see into the cart and assess the whole load. This difference was discovered before
the final town’s follow-up had been started. Therefore, RECO2 was able to establish a correction
factor. In Rockland, RECO2 evaluated each cart (n=391) using both methodologies (norummaging, “NR”, and rummaging, “R”). By comparing the two violation rates (NR/R), she
came up with a correction factor of 0.715. This correction factor was applied to the other three
towns’ data to determine the final violation rates. (See table 3)
Better consistency would have been achieved if RECO1 had been able to conduct a training
route with RECO2.

Results
The data was analyzed by route, by town, and with all towns combined. (See Tables 1 and 2)
Set-out Rates
In Middleborough and Rockland, overall set-out rates decreased slightly between the first and
final checks. In Whitman, set-out rates remained steady, while Norwell was an anomaly. Two of
6
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the routes saw a decrease in set-out rates between the first and final checks and one route saw an
increase. Road construction during the first check may have caused the low set-out. The followup evaluation, particularly on the small Friday route, had a very low set-out rate in Norwell for
unknown reasons. In the other three towns the set-out rates declined fairly consistently
throughout the first four weeks, and even further on the follow up (see Table 1). Anecdotally,
many/most who didn’t put out recycling also did put out a trash cart in the follow up.
OOPS Tagging Rates
In all towns except Norwell, and on most routes, the OOPS tagging rates dropped between the
first and fourth checks, based on carts set out. (see Table 2).
In all four towns, the violation rate dropped significantly over the first four weeks of tagging.
Norwell’s (relatively low) violation rate rebounded to its original rate in the follow up.
Middleborough and Rockland’s follow up evaluations showed a small rebound.
Whitman’s violation rate apparently continued to decline, possibly due to strong vigilance by the
drivers, and support from the Town. In Rockland and Whitman, the follow-up violation rates
were each 13% lower than that of the first check (see Table 3).
Overall Violation Rates
During the final evaluation, overall violation rates were also calculated. These were, on all
routes and in all towns, noticeably higher than the OOPS/violation rates (see Table 3).
Load Photos
While full audits would have been far preferable to quantify the impact of this project on plastic
bag contamination, this was deemed too costly by Waste Management, and funding was not in
the scope of the grant. Instead, photographs were taken of Abington, Middleboro and Norwell
recycling loads as they were dumped, both before and at the end of the initial project and after
the follow-up. A visual examination shows an apparent decrease in plastic bags and bagged
items. This matches with the findings from examining the cart contents. (See Appendix 4)
(See link to detailed data and reports in Appendix 2, “Curbside”)
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TABLE 1: SET OUT RATES -detail
MIDDLEBOROUGH SET OUT RATES
INITIAL ROJECT
MONDAY

11/6/17

CART LOCATIONS CHECKED
CARTS SET OUT

324
309

WEDNESDAY

11/8/17

CART LOCATIONS CHECKED
CARTS SET OUT

372
351

FRIDAY

CART LOCATIONS CHECKED
CARTS SET OUT

94%

11/10/17

CART LOCATIONS CHECKED
CARTS SET OUT
ALL ROUTES COMBINED

95%

483
429

89%

11/20/17

12/4/17

12/18/17

3/18/19

324
294

324
282

324
280

264
219

91%

11/22/17
372
323

87%

11/25/17
483
421

92%

372
328

88%

483
401

372
327

88%

88%

483
405

83%

Week of 12/18/17

86%

323
266

82%

3/22/19
84%

1,179
1,012

83%

3/20/29

12/22/17

Week of 12/4/17
1,179
1,011

86%

12/20/17

12/8/17
87%

1,179
1,038

87%

12/6/17

Week of 11/6/17 Week of 11/20/17
1,179
1,089

FOLLOW-UP

86%

468
373

80%

Week of 3/18/19
1,055
858

81%

NORWELL SET OUT RATES
INITITAL ROJECT
TUESDAY

6/26/18

CART LOCATIONS CHECKED
CARTS SET OUT

181
163

WEDNESDAY

90%

6/27/18

CART LOCATIONS CHECKED
CARTS SET OUT

152
137

FRIDAY

90%

6/29/18

CART LOCATIONS CHECKED
CARTS SET OUT

120
69

58%

7/3/18
200
162

7/10/18
81%

200
166

79%

7/5/18
112
89
7/7/18
120
90

FOLLOW-UP
7/24/18
83%

200
154

7/11/18

7/25/18

114
91

80%

161
136

7/13/18
75%

123
98

3/12/19
77%

73%

3/13/19
84%

7/27/18

76
60

79%

3/15 & 5/3/19

123
97

80%

205
149

79%

125
59

47%

NOTE: this route is a small sample size and highly variable, anomalous setout rate.
ALL ROUTES COMBINED

Week of 6/26/18

CART LOCATIONS CHECKED
CARTS SET OUT

453
369

81%

Week of 7/3/18
432
341

79%

Week of 7/10/18
437
355

81%

Week of 7/24/18
484
387

80%

Wk of 3/12/19 (& 5/3)

406
268

66%

ROCKLAND SET OUT RATES
INITITAL PROJECT

FOLLOW-UP

MONDAY

7/16/18

7/30/18

8/27/18

9/10/18

5/20/19

CART LOCATIONS
CHECKED
CARTS SET OUT

394

394

394

394

205

362

92%

373

95%

302

77%

302

77%

149

TUESDAY

7/17/18

7/31/18

8/28/18

9/11/18

5/21/19

CART LOCATIONS
CHECKED
CARTS SET OUT

470

470

470

470

312

BOTH ROUTES COMBINED
CART LOCATIONS
CHECKED
CARTS SET OUT

401

85%

7/16 & 7/17/18
864
763

400

85%

7/30 & 7/31/18
864

88%

773

405

86%

8/27 & 8/28/18
864

89%

707

396

84%

9/10 & 9/11/18
864

82%

698

73%

249

80%

5/20 & 5/21/19
517

81%

398

77%
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WHITMAN SET OUT RATES
INITITAL PROJECT
WEDNESDAY

8/29/18

CART LOCATIONS
CHECKED
CARTS SET OUT

228

THURSDAY

8/23/18

CART LOCATIONS
CHECKED
CARTS SET OUT

210

191

168

9/6/18
228
84%

188

82%

9/7/18
210
80%

175

83%

FOLLOW-UP

9/19/18

9/26/18

4/3/19

228

228

228

185

81%

180

79%

192

9/20/18

9/27/19

4/4/19

210

210

194

170

81%

165

79%

163

FRIDAY

8/24/18

8/31/18

9/21/18

9/28/18

4/5/19

CART LOCATIONS
CHECKED
CARTS SET OUT

204

204

204

204

204

ALL ROUTES COMBINED

174

85%

8/23, 8/24, 8/29/18

CART LOCATIONS
CHECKED
CARTS SET OUT

642
533

183

90%

8/31, 9/6, 9/7/18
642

83%

546

187

92%

Week of 9/19/18
642

85%

542

184

90%

Week of 9/26/18
642

84%

529

84%

84%

173

85%

Week of 4/3/19
626

82%

528

84%

GRAPH 1: Non-Setout rates

Note the lack of error bars,
which were not calculated.
Setout sample sizes:
Middleboro: 858-1089
Norwell: 268-287
Rockland: 498-773
Whitman: 528-546
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TABLE 2: OOPS TAGGING/VIOLATION RATES - detail
MIDDLEBOROUGH OOPS TAGGING/VIOLATION RATES
INITIAL PROJECT

FOLLOW-UP*

MONDAY

11/6/17

11/20/17

12/4/17

12/18/17

3/18/19*

CARTS SET OUT
OOPS/VIOLATIONS

309
70

294
46

282
39

280
37

219
59

WEDNESDAY

11/8/17

CARTS SET OUT
OOPS/VIOLATIONS

351
90

FRIDAY
CARTS SET OUT
OOPS/VIOLATIONS
ALL ROUTES COMBINED
CARTS SET OUT
OOPS/VIOLATIONS

23%

11/22/17
323
66

26%

11/10/17
429
99

23%

Week of 11/6/17
1,089
259

16%

24%

14%

12/6/17

12/20/17

20%

328
57

11/25/17

12/8/17

12/22/17

421
100

24%

401
63

405
63

Week of 11/20/17
1,038
212

20%

17%

16%

Week of 12/4/17
1,011
159

13%

16%

327
57

3/20/29*
17%

266
73

20%

3/22/19*
16%

Week of 12/18/17
1,012
157

19%

16%

373
87

17%

Week of 3/18/19*
858
219

18%

*With correction factor of 0.715

NORWELL OOPS TAGGING/VIOLATION RATES
INITITAL PROJECT
TUESDAY

6/26/18

CARTS SET OUT/EXAMINED
OOPS/VIOLATIONS

163
43

WEDNESDAY

6/27/18

CARTS SET OUT/EXAMINED
OOPS/VIOLATIONS

137
24

FRIDAY

6/29/18

CARTS SET OUT/EXAMINED
OOPS/VIOLATIONS
ALL ROUTES COMBINED
CARTS SET OUT/EXAMINED
OOPS/VIOLATIONS

69
9

7/3/18
26%

17%

7/5/18
18%

89
12

13%

21%

90
8

13%

7/24/18

3/12/19*

154
19

149
44

11%

91
11

9%

14%

98
11

12%

136
14

11%

11%

97
12

10%

60
20

24%

3/15 & 5/3/19*
12%

Week of 7/24/18
387
45

21%

3/13/19*

7/27/18

Week of 7/10/18
355
40

12%

7/25/18

7/13/18

Week of 7/3/18
341
47

7/10/18
166
18
7/11/18

7/7/18

Week of 6/26/18
369
76

162
27

FOLLOW-UP*

12%

59
19

23%

Wk of 3/12/19 (& 5/3)*

268
83

22%

*With correction factor of 0.715
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Table 2 (cont’d)
ROCKLAND OOPS TAGGING RATES
INITITAL PROJECT

FOLLOW-UP

MONDAY

7/16/18

7/30/18

8/27/18

9/10/18

CARTS SET OUT/EXAMINED

362

373

302

297

OOPS

99

27%

76

20%

55

18%

36

TUESDAY

7/17/18

7/31/18

8/28/18

9/11/18

CARTS SET OUT/EXAMINED

401

400

405

396

OOPS

144

BOTH ROUTES COMBINED

36%

89

7/16 & 7/17/18

CARTS SET OUT/EXAMINED

763

OOPS

243

22%

7/30 & 7/31/18
773

32%

111

27%

8/27 & 8/28/18

21%

249
12%

44

249
16%

50

23%

100

20%

5/20 & 5/21/19

693

166

18%

5/21/19

9/10 & 9/11/18

707

165

64

5/20/19

498
14%

94

19%

WHITMAN OOPS TAGGING RATES
INITITAL PROJECT
WEDNESDAY

8/29/18

CARTS SET OUT/EXAMINED

191

OOPS

39

THURSDAY

8/23/18

CARTS SET OUT/EXAMINED

168

OOPS

59

9/6/18
188
20%

48

26%

9/7/18
175
35%

27

15%

FOLLOW-UP*

9/19/18

9/26/18

4/3/19

185

180

192

34

18%

38

9/20/18

9/27/19

170

165

46

27%

32

FRIDAY

8/24/18

8/31/18

9/21/18

9/28/18

CARTS SET OUT/EXAMINED

174

183

187

184

OOPS

ALL ROUTES COMBINED

56

32%

8/23, 8/24, 8/29/18

CARTS SET OUT/EXAMINED

533

OOPS

154

44

24%

8/31, 9/6, 9/7/18
546

29%

30

16%

Week of 9/19/18

22%

50

163
19%

33

20%

101

14%

4/5/19*
173
17%

32

13%

Week of 4/3/19*

529

110

19%

4/4/19*

Week of 9/26/18

542

119

31

21%

528
19%

115

16%

*With correction factor of 0.715

GRAPH 2: Oops tagging rates over time
Note the lack of error bars,
which were not calculated.
Setout sample sizes:
Middleboro: 858-1089
Norwell: 268-287
Rockland: 498-773
Whitman: 528-546

Oops tagging rates (%)
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
week 1

week 2

Middleboro

week 3
Norwell

week 4
Rockland

6-12 mo f/u
Whitman
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TABLE 3: ALL TOWNS OOPS TAGGING/VIOLATIONS - summary
INITITAL PROJECT
First check- Two-bag trigger, top
layer only

Town
Percent Sample Size Date
Middlborough
24%
1,089 11/6/17
Norwell
21%
369 6/26/18
Rockland*
32%
763 7/16/18
Whitman
29%
533 8/29/18

FOLLOW-UP
Two-bag trigger,
correction factor

Actual violations- No
trigger, all contents

Date
Percent Sample Size Percent Sample Size
3/18/19
18%
858
49%
858
3/12/19
22%
268
53%
268
5/20/19
19%
498
38%
498
4/3/19
16%
528
36%
528

*Correction factor not used as actual top-layer-only data was recorded during follow-up.

Discussion
The short-term effect of the education and enforcement projects produces decreasing violation
rates for plastic bags in all towns, similar to those towns who have used the Recycling IQ Kit.
And, this is what was observed on most routes and in all of the towns. The combined effects of
outreach, education and enforcement (i.e., not immediately emptying carts that were not in
compliance) apparently changed recycling behavior, especially about the target item, plastic
bags. A long comment string on a community Facebook page in one town indicated that the
project really got residents’ attention, and resulted in some behavior and attitude improvements.
In terms of the follow-up evaluation, all of the towns except Norwell showed lower violation
rates in the follow-up than that of the initial check, and most of the routes did as well. Both
Rockland and Whitman displayed violation rates that were 13% lower than the initial checks,
Middleborough’s rate was 6% lower and Norwell’s was 1% higher. (See table 2, Graph 2)
However, additional data collected during the follow-up showed a significant number of
households failing to comply with other recycling regulations, although zero to one plastic bags
were visible. Data collected by RECO2 demonstrate that without the two plastic bag trigger and
the “no rummaging rule,” the violation rates would have been up to 2.5 times higher. Items in
violation included single plastic bags, shrink wrap, food, tanglers, scrap metal, bubble wrap,
clothes hangers, flower pots, dirty paper towels and napkins, chip and cookie packaging, dryer
lint, dryer sheets, Styrofoam, a dry erase board, beverage pouches, and vegetation.
This project makes it clear that short-term targeted efforts can have long-term positive effects.
However, to sustain and continue to improve recycling, efforts must be ongoing. The next
section outlines recommendations to do so.

Recommendations
Our work suggests that efforts to improve curbside recycling by residents must be ongoing,
target other non-recyclable items, reinforce good behaviors, and educate new residents.
The recommendations are divided into three categories - administrative, education/outreach and
enforcement. Each project town has already implemented some of them. The recommendations
are not only for Public Works and/or Public Health; in some cases, it would be more practical
12
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for another town department to take on the task. Each town need not complete all of these
recommendations to do an excellent and thorough job; each town should determine which
methods might have the biggest effect and concentrate on them.
At this time, Recycling Dividend Program funds may be used for any of the following
recommendations, many which also help earn additional RDP points.
Administrative
•

It is critical to have support from every level involved in a recycling education and
enforcement project. All must be willing to provide needed time and materials, and
understand that improving curbside recycling benefits the town.

•

The administrative staff must be ready to field phone calls from residents.

•

The curbside contract administrator (DPW or Health Director) must be fully
empowered and firm in not allowing pick-up of contaminated carts and other trash
related violations. No other town official should override these decisions.

•

Responsible departments would benefit greatly from applying for the DEP Recycling
IQ Kit Grant, and from hiring dedicated staff to oversee compliance.

Education and Outreach
● Apply for the DEP Recycling IQ Kit Grant, and /or hire dedicated staff to focus on
education and outreach.
● Signs – Display signs provided by the SSRC (Don’t Bag Recyclables, No food and
liquids), and/or put recycling messages on Town LED boards at the polls, town meeting,
and in high visibility areas around town.
● Cart-top sticker - Place sticker on all recycling cart with graphics and text, such as those
available through the Recycling IQ Kit, to illustrate what goes in the cart and what stays
out. Replace when they begin to degrade or when recycling guidelines change
substantially. (Whitman is ready for new ones due to degradation.) These are useful to all
residents and may be the most immediate way to inform new renters or new homeowners
of recycling guidelines.
● Webpage – This is an increasingly important information source. Make sure it is up
to date, streamlined, and doesn’t contain conflicting information. Embed the
RecycleSmart Recyclopedia widget prominently. Upload a high-resolution graphic
depicting acceptable and unacceptable materials, such as the RecycleSmart Guide.
● Information Card or Flyer - Annually, mail a graphic recycling information card or
flyer to every household that has curbside pickup. Mail additional cards to residences
that have been sold within a few weeks of the closing. Change the appearance, or flag
a change to inspire residents to actually look at them.
● E-news and email - Include pertinent recycling information and announcements through
the Town’s “alerts, news and announcements” email system that residents may sign up
for.
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● Apps - Subscribe to an App dedicated to providing recycling information. Remyndr,
Recycle Coach and ReCollect are especially helpful.
● Social Media –Share local posts from the SSRC Facebook page, or from RecycleSmart
Ma on Town social media at least monthly. Include seasonally relevant posts, such as a
“empty flower pots go in the trash,” in the spring, and “keep holiday lights and ribbons
out of the recycling” In December.
● Newspaper – Announce changes, and post special events in the calendar section of the
local paper. Write an annual press release, or recycle an SSRC article about recycling
guidelines. (see Appendix 7). Consider a paid ad for certain issues or projects (such as
increased enforcement). Op-eds by the Town’s recycling or sustainability committee or
high school Green Team can be impactful in communicating specific messages.
● Community Cable Access TV - Post general recycling messages on the local cable
Bulletin Board. Record or rerun a show or PSA on local issues. (See Appendix 7)
● Festivals and Events - Have a presence at Town Festivals and Events. Display a recycling
cart, recyclable items and common contaminants - perhaps making a game of it.
Distribute informational flyers and answer questions. This is a good project for a high
school Green Team, Sustainability or Recycling Committee, Scout troop, or Town intern.
● Banner - Order a banner addressing recycling and display it at Town Hall. The
message might be about the importance of keeping plastic bags out of the recycling
carts along with a URL for more information on recycling. Templates are available
from the Recycling IQ Kit.
● Senior Citizens – Provide recycling education at Town senior centers on a regular basis.
Enforcement
● Apply for the DEP Recycling IQ Kit Grant, and /or hire dedicated staff to focus on
education and outreach.
● Evaluate recycling carts on an ongoing basis. Entire routes need not be done in one day a certain number of carts might be examined each day with the goal of assessing all carts
in a predetermined amount of time.
● Use OOPS tags for carts that contain contaminants. The tagger(s) must be fair, consistent
and thorough.

● The driver must leave tagged carts unemptied and check to see if violations have been
rectified before emptying on the next scheduled pick-up day.
● If a town decides to hire a RECO, drivers must allow enough time for evaluation and
tagging to occur in a reasonable timeframe.
● Assess fines for improper recycling
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TRANSFER STATIONS (Cohasset, Duxbury, Hanson, Hingham,
Kingston, Scituate)
Introduction
Six SSRC towns elected to receive assistance to increase proper recycling of paper, cardboard
bottles and containers (PCBC) and/or compliance with Pay as You Throw rules, at municipal
transfer stations: Cohasset, Duxbury, Hanson, Hingham, Kingston, and Scituate. Each had
noticed recycling being placed in the trash as well as the reverse and wanted to encourage more
and proper recycling.

Methods
Education and Outreach
In each town, RECO1 designed and printed an information card that displayed a map of the
transfer station on one side and recycling guidelines on the other (Appendix 3). Not only were
these informative and useful, they were good ice-breakers to begin conversations with residents.
Next, methods similar to those employed for the Curbside towns were used. Each Town used
those they thought would be the most effective. These were:
1. Transfer Station Signs - “Do Not Bag Recyclables” signs for display in front of recycling
bins (Appendix 3); LED signs at some facilities
2. Website – Announcement about recycling guidelines and upcoming program posted to
Town website
3. Social media – Posts on Twitter, Facebook and local Pinboards about recycling rules and
presence of the RECO at the transfer station
4. Email – message sent to residents who had signed up for notifications
5. Newspaper – articles, op-eds and ads (Appendix 7)
6. Flyers - Flyers with program information posted at Town Hall, libraries, senior
centers, etc. (Appendix 3)
7. Community Cable TV – Message on the CCTV “bulletin board,” features on
community news, public service announcement (Appendix 7)
8. Town-wide phone messages – Also known as “reverse 911 calls,” no town elected to use
this method, although it would have reached all households with land lines and residents
who had registered their mobile phone numbers.
9. Public meetings – Announcement by RECO at Board of Selectman meetings
Transfer Station Education and Enforcement
The RECOs spent 7-12 days at each transfer station talking with residents as they were dumping
their trash or recycling, educating them on proper recycling, and handing out the information
cards. They recorded violations of unresponsive residents by noting the license plate number and
nature of the violation, and shared them with the responsible department for follow up. They
drafted violation letters for the department to send. (Appendix 2)
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Data Collection
Violations.

The RECO recorded the license plate number for clear violations of recycling regulations. If the
RECO informed a person of correct recycling procedures and the resident still did not follow that
procedure either immediately or in return visits, that was considered a violation. RECO2 also
recorded “watchlist” license plate numbers for those who didn’t follow regulations, were
informed (afterwards) of correct recycling, but were not receptive of the information.
Vehicle Counts.

Before beginning the education and enforcement period, the RECO spent 3-4 hours collecting
baseline data on the proportion of vehicles that stopped at the recycling area. Each vehicle that
entered was either observed or questioned to ascertain whether it had material going to the trash
and recycling bins. To measure the effect of education and enforcement on vehicle visits to
recycling, this was done again immediately after the education and enforcement period and a
third time several months to a year afterwards to measure long-term changes in recycling
behavior. The proportion of vehicles that skipped the recycling stations were used as a
benchmark. Counts at each facility were performed on the same weekend days at the same
times. (Table 4)
Information Cards.

The number of information cards handed out was tracked as a proxy for number of people
engaged. Not all who were offered a card accepted one. They distributed 700-1600 information
cards, and engaged with about 1000-2300 residents at each facility. Duxbury had a second
batch printed when it transitioned from single to multi-stream recycling in November 2017 (See
Appendix 3)
Load Photos.
The RECOs put much time in trying to get load photos of before and after recycling from Waste Management,
ABC disposal, and Miller Recycling, with no results for their efforts. RECO2 did take a lot of pictures of
recycling in Scituate. (See Appendix 4)

Results
Violations
The following numbers of violations were recorded:
Cohasset: 76

Duxbury: 0

Hanson: 6

Hingham:

53

Kingston: 48

Scituate: 48

RECO1 provided the list and a sample letter to the Cohasset DPW.
Duxbury proved to be a model of cooperation and pride by the staff and residents. A detailed
report is provided in Appendix 5 as a reference for best management practices.
All six of Hanson’s violations were considered letter-worthy; these were written and sent.
RECO1 sent Hingham repeat offenders violation notices with reminders of the recycling rules.
In Kingston, RECO1 spoke to 29 of the violators to warn them of the violation. She determined
that eight of the violations warranted warning letters from the town.
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In Scituate, RECO2 determined that seven of the violations warranted individualized letters or
fines. The other 41 were considered “watchlist” offenders, deserving of a form letter reminding
them of proper recycling procedures and warning them of the consequences of violating the
recycling and trash regulations.
RECO1 and RECO2 wrote letters for the towns to send out to the registered owners of the
vehicles in violation of recycling regulations. RECO2 also sent Scituate a form letter to be
mailed to those on the “Watchlist” to remind them of recycling rules. Cohasset, Kingston and
Scituate elected not to send the letters. (See Appendix 2, “Dropoff”).
Vehicle Counts
The proportion of vehicles that were observed stopping at the recycling area over the course of
the education and enforcement period consistently improved at all facilities. Results were
mixed in the follow up visits 12-18 months later (see Table 4). This count did not include
vehicles that were not visiting either recycling or trash, for instance, those going only to
construction and demolition or a swap shop. It is not clear how statistically significant these
number are, but they provide some insights.

TABLE 4: Vehicles Recycling at Transfer Stations
Town

Baseline
(Before Outreach)

Immediately
after Outreach

Follow-up
(12-18 months later)

Cohasset

82%

88%

82%

Sample sizes not reported

Duxbury

87%

91%

87%

Sample sizes not reported

Hanson

85 of 108 (79%)

175 of 215 (81%)

121 of 136 (89%)

Hingham

77%

86%

82%

Kingston

150 of 219 (68%)

225 of 286 (79%)

319 of 394 (81%)

Scituate

220 of 258 (85%)

330 of 370 (89%)

Sample sizes not reported

-

Note: Sampling techniques did not enable the estimation of confidence intervals.
Other Data
Cohasset disposal dropped by 33 tons from the same two month period the year preceding the intervention.
Recycling increased by 12 tons. In the one year follow up, disposed tons dropped considerably more than
recycled tons.

TABLE 4: Cohasset YOY recycling and trash volumes (updated 7/19/19)
Material
Glass
Plastic
Mixed Paper
Cardboard
Total Recyclables
Solid Waste

July-Aug
2016 tons
23.7
12.4
57.8
22.6
116.5
309.9

July-Aug
2017 tons
25.9
16.2
58.3
28.1
128.5
277

YOY
change
9%
31%
1%
24%
10%
-11%

Jul-Aug
2018 tons
16.9
14.6
52.9
22.5
106.9
245.6

YOY
change
-44%
-10%
-9%
-24%
-16%
-11%

Tonnage change
2016-2018
-6.8
2.2
-4.9
-0.1
-9.4
-64.3
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Observations
In Cohasset, several residents recognized RECO1 from newspaper articles (Appendix 7). There was a marked
reduction in the relative quantity of non-PAYT bags in the hopper from the beginning to the end of RECO1’s
intervention, and through to the one-year follow up. (Appendix 4)
Duxbury started on a high note, so there was little room for improvement. (Appendix 5)
Placing “Do Not Bag recyclables” and “No Trash in Recycling” signs at the mouth of the compactors proved
very effective in catching peoples’ attention at the Hanson Transfer Station. The staff noted that the recycling
was much cleaner after the RECO intervention.
Hingham’s high volume, long weekend lines and tight footprint make it challenging for people in a hurry to
recycle, and for staff to monitor. RECO 1 spoke with residents who were skeptical about the benefits of
recycling, and seemed more receptive to the practice after learning the economic and environmental benefits.
She answered hundreds of questions. People are hungry for correct information.
In Kingston, there seemed to be more of an issue with recyclables in the trash than vice versa. After the initial
outreach, rumors spread that people would be kicked out of the transfer station. Several residents recognized
RECO1 from her appearance at a Select Board meeting. TS staff found the Don’t Bag signs very effective. The
office is in an ideal location to monitor the whole facility. “Some people bring so much trash!!! I don’t get it”
In Scituate, all vehicles must stop at the entry gate. This is an effective way to monitor use of the busy facility.
The area with the most contamination and confusion was commingled containers.

Information Cards
The number of Information Cards given out was a conservative estimate of the number of people
reached. Some people turned down the offer of a card because they didn’t want one, had received
one previously or through another means (e.g. social media). RECO1 handed out 700-1200 cards
at Cohasset, Duxbury, Hanson and Kingston. RECO1 logged 4016 in Hingham. In Scituate,
RECO2 handed out 1,661 cards and engaged with an estimated 2,250 people.
Transfer station staff were glad to receive the surplus cards after completion of the initial project,
as they were found to be very helpful in discussing proper recycling.
Comments from Residents
The following types of comments from residents visiting the transfer station were noted (similar
comments were combined)
•

Concern. Typical concerns were about the quality of other residents’ recycling, particularly
that many people weren’t putting the correct items in the various bins. Others wanted more
types of material to be collected for recycling, particularly plastic bags and Styrofoam. Some
expressed doubt that recycling was actually being recycled. Others complained of the cost. A
few wanted to know what was happening to glass.

•

Praise. Transfer station personnel were praised, as was the set-up of the station and the
work of the RECO

•

Suggestions. The following suggestions were recorded.
o Target apartments where no recycling is done
o Do a weekly series in paper with recycling tips and REASONS. Use photos.
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Make very visual.
o All should be required to organize recycling BEFORE coming to transfer station,
rather than taking up a spot and doing it “on the floor”
o Sell smaller blue (PAYT) bags for seniors and people living alone.
o Make a recycling video game for the kids
o Offer single stream recycling at the transfer station
o Post clearer signage and instructions

Discussion
In all towns, most vehicles visited both recycling and trash during the same visit. This
percentage climbed over the outreach and enforcement period and the increase was apparently
sustained in both Hanson and Kingston 12 to 18 months later. Counts at the others suggested
some rebound.
Both RECOs found three general types of violators: Didn’t Know, Don’t Care, Scofflaw. The
first type is the best target for education. These people are trying to recycle correctly, but don’t
know all of the rules. For them, the best solution is better education, including signage (see
Recommendations section).
Those in the Don’t Care category are more difficult to reach because recycling is not
important to them. Face-to-face interaction may be most effective, as well as keeping things as
easy and simple as possible. A warning letter about a violation might serve as a wake-up call,
but there was no way to measure the effect of this measure in the time frame of the project.
The smallest group of violators was the Scofflaw category. These people, because of principal,
personality, or cost, purposefully recycle incorrectly, often waiting until no one is looking to,
for example, throw bagged trash into the recycling, or questionable items like buckets and
rakes into the plastic bin. For these people, fines and/or revocation of transfer station
privileges are the best option.
Both RECOs had many personal interactions with residents and found some common sentiments
expressed, such as frustration with changing guidelines on what is recyclable, despair over the
state of recycling in the U.S. and the world, and the desire for clearer signage and instructions.
Both employed positive reinforcement and a friendly demeanor, and tried to convey the
importance of recycling despite perceived (and real challenges) and found this to be the most
effective teaching attitude for most people, except the Scofflaws.
Many of the elderly faced and presented a number of challenges. First, there is more likelihood
a senior will be on a fixed income and might try to minimize trash so as to avoid paying for
PAYT bags. Second, a senior may have a long history of recycling and may be resistant to or
have difficulty learning new routines. Third, a senior with mild dementia may have trouble
remembering how to separate recycling from trash. All of these instances were encountered.
(See link to detailed data, templates and reports in Appendix 2, “Curbside”)
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Recommendations
Our work suggests that efforts to improve dropoff recycling by residents must be ongoing, target
other non-recyclable items, reinforce good behaviors, and educate new residents.
The recommendations are divided into three categories - general, education/outreach and
enforcement. Each project town has already implemented some of them
At this time, Recycling Dividend Program funds may be used for any of the following
recommendations, many which also help earn additional RDP points.
The Duxbury Transfer Station provides a good model of best practices. Details are provided in
Appendix 5.
General
•

Responsible departments would benefit greatly from applying for the DEP Recycling IQ
Kit Grant, and from hiring dedicated staff to oversee education and compliance.

•

Training – Encourage and enable staff to attend trainings and workshops. As recycling is in
constant flux, this will help them have the correct information, be able to answer questions
from residents and do their jobs with confidence and pride. The SSRC, MassRecycle and/or
the MACs could coordinate such trainings.

•

For PAYT facilities, do not dispose of municipal trash which is not contained in PAYT bags
in the same compactor as residential trash, Seeing non-PAYT bags in the disposal area
invites residents to cheat.

•

For non-PAYT facilities, require residents to use clear bags for trash to discourage the hiding
of recyclables in the trash. Nantucket does this with great success – if the staff catches
residents using an opaque bag, or spots recyclables in the clear bag, it is not permitted to be
dumped. As a Hingham resident said to RECO1, “I can get away with throwing anything
away as long as it’s in a black bag”.

Education and Outreach
•

Signage
o Remove the word “commingle” from all signs. It is confusing to residents who often see
it as permission to put anything remotely considered recyclable into the bin.
o Remove references to #1 - #7 plastics. Replace with “Rigid plastic containers”.
o Use graphics, such as those available in the Recycling IQ Kit, or actual items wherever
possible on signs to indicate what belongs in the bin. (See Appendix 3)
o Use LED sign for relevant and timely messages. Change these messages regularly.

•

Webpage – This is an increasingly important information source. Make sure it is up to
date, streamlined, and doesn’t contain conflicting information. Embed the RecycleSmart
Recyclopedia widget prominently. Upload a high-resolution graphic depicting acceptable
and unacceptable materials, such as the RecycleSmart Guide.

•

Information card or flyer - Distribute to all residents that use the transfer station a graphic
20
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recycling information card or flyer annually. Change the appearance or flag a change to
inspire residents to actually look at them. It should have transfer station regulations on one
side and simple graphics on the other.(see Appendix 3)
•

E-news and email - Include pertinent recycling information and announcements through the
Town’s “alerts, news and announcements” email system that residents may sign up for.

•

Apps - Subscribe to an App dedicated to providing recycling information. Remyndr,
Recycle Coach and ReCollect are especially helpful.

•

Social Media –Share local posts from the SSRC Facebook page, or from RecycleSmartMa on
Town social media at least monthly. Include seasonally relevant posts, such as a “empty
flower pots go in the trash,” in the spring, and “keep holiday lights and ribbons out of the
recycling” in December.

•

Newspaper – Announce changes, and post special events in the calendar section of the local
paper. Write an annual press release, or recycle an SSRC article about recycling guidelines.
(see Appendix 7). Consider a paid ad for certain issues or projects (such as increased
enforcement). Op-eds by the Town’s recycling or sustainability committee or high school
Green Team can be impactful in communicating specific messages.

•

Community Cable Access TV - Post general recycling messages on the local cable Bulletin
Board. Record or rerun a show or PSA on local issues. (See Appendix 7)
•

Senior Citizens – Provide recycling education at Town senior centers on a regular basis.

Enforcement
•

RECO-type staff - People took more care with recycling when under perceived observation.
At all of the locations, there was a noticeable difference in recycling contamination when the
RECO or transfer station staff was present. Some people waited until they were not being
observed to dump bagged trash or other contaminants into the bins. This may require using
RDP funds to employ another person if present staffing cannot cover this task along with
their many other responsibilities.

•

Entrance booth – Post an attendant at a station at which all incoming vehicles are required to
stop. Not only does this allow people to ask questions, it gives the perception of oversight.
Also, PAYT bags, compost and recycling bins can be sold here, as well as fees for
mattresses, appliances, etc. collected. OR, have an office that overlooks the trash and
recycling area such as in Kingston.

•

Pre-sorting - Require the tying of PAYT bags and sorting of recycling be done prior to
coming to the transfer station. Turn away vehicles with unsorted recycling. This will speed
up vehicles going through the recycling area and prevent those who wait until no one is
watching to dump trash in the recycling from doing so. It will also discourage people from
emptying and re-using PAYT bags.

•

Video monitoring and communication – Place video cameras and speakers in visible
locations to monitor all areas from a single console. A microphone connected to the
video console, and/or to a post where staff can directly view the disposal/recycling
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areas, would enable staff who are not within earshot to communicate with residents in
real time. Follow up on infractions that are witnessed with violation letters. (See
Appendix 3)
•

Flatten boxes - Require cardboard boxes to be flattened to eliminate hidden or forgotten
items inside such as Styrofoam and plastic bags.

•

Violations – Provide staff with a convenient way (i.e. a clipboard with forms) to record
violation data on an ongoing basis. Send letters to those in violation of recycling regulations
(Appendix 2), revoke transfer station privileges, and assess fine sin accordance with
regulations.
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PRIVATE HAULERS (Hull, Kingston, Plymouth)
Introduction
Three towns desired assistance in increasing private hauler compliance with recycling
regulations – Hull, Kingston and Plymouth. RECO1 worked with all three towns and RECO2
finished the work with Plymouth. Projects in Hull and Kingston made a great deal of
progress, but could not be completed due to staff injuries and changes.
The enforcement of private hauler recycling requirements requires persistence, effort, and the
political will to follow through. It will take a sustained effort by multiple municipalities to
make compliance the norm.

Methods and Results
Ride-arounds
To assess whether private haulers were providing recycling containers and collecting trash and
recycling separately, RECO1 drove around each of the three towns observing recycling and trash
pick-up in action, and whether both trash and recycling containers were in use by private
customers. In all three towns, she observed questionable practices that emphasized the need for
more oversight of private haulers.
Private Hauler Checklists, Improved Tracking Efficiency, Failure-to-Comply Letters
Towns require from private haulers annual and quarterly submissions of information to continue
being permitted to collect. RECO1 developed organized checklists for both the haulers and the
towns to use to ascertain if all requirements were being met. Both RECOs worked with the towns
to develop spreadsheets to track the submission of required paperwork. In Plymouth, the Health
Department went one step further and developed an Access database for this purpose. It allows
for easy reporting and querying and might be an example for other towns to use.
Letter templates for non-compliant companies were drafted for each town to use. Kingston sent
theirs out by certified mail and got a tepid response (one of the seven haulers provided all of the
necessary documentation).
Private Hauler Meetings
RECO1 arranged for a meeting of all private haulers in each town to learn about the submission
requirements and regulations and to answer their questions.
Updating Regulations
Private hauler regulations are intended to insure safe and proper collection and disposal of trash
and recycling, along with customer education. Regulations should cover permitting and
operational procedures, fees, insurance, how to apply for a permit, enforcement, penalties,
customer education, and how a customer may voice a concern.
In Plymouth, RECO2 worked with the Director of Public Health to make suggested revisions to
the regulations, especially regarding customer education, fees and penalties. Following this,
RECO2 spoke at a Board of Health meeting to introduce the regulations and a few weeks later,
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on June 26, 2019, the revisions were approved. (see Appendix 5)

Discussion
Without oversight, some private haulers operate in non-compliance with town recycling and
trash regulations. This is unfair to those who are compliant, and to town residents who expect
a certain level of service. Many residents have expressed concern that their recycling, or their
neighbor’s, might be going in the trash.
The products of this project could assist towns greatly in improving private hauler compliance.
However, most towns do not have enough personnel to do the necessary tracking and
enforcement. We encouraged towns to put together a multi-town application for the MassDEP
grant for a private hauler education and enforcement officer. Unfortunately, there wasn’t
enough time to coordinate and identify matching fund sources to get it done in 2019.
Plymouth expressed a desire to apply in 2020 as the lead town and include other interested towns
in the grant application, if they can secure matching funding.
Enforcement is an issue. There must be clear regulations on who (e.g., Town Council, Board of
Health, Health Agent, DPW) will enforce regulations and how.
Plymouth made great strides in working with its haulers to obtain the required information,
developing tracking systems and determining who was responsible for what. This would not
have been possible without guidance from our RECOs, the high priority given to private hauler
enforcement by the Health Director, cooperation by the DPW, and the leadership of the Board
of Health Chairman. The Health Director, Dr. Nate Horwitz-Willis, resigned recently, leaving
updated regulations and an excellent system in place. It will be up to the new Director how the
system is implemented.
See Appendix 2, “Private Haulers” for documents and templates related to private hauler
enforcement .
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APPENDIX 1: Curbside Evaluation Standards for Post-Project
Evaluation
Any bin containing the following was considered contaminated:
● Plastic bags, two or more (TRIGGER)
● Bagged items (no matter what is in the bag, be it recyclables, trash or
unknown; TRIGGER)
● Tangler - rope, cord, wire, plastic strap, hose, etc.
● Bubble wrap
● Plastic film or shrink wrap
● Dirty diaper
● Full jar of food (ignore residue only)
● Dirty paper towel, one or more
● Obviously non-recyclable item (e.g., weed whacker, kitchen appliance, carpet, furniture)
● Packaging
● Styrofoam
● Trash
● Glassware, ceramic items
● Food (e.g., slices of pizza, french fries, unfinished sandwiches, rotten vegetables)
● Liquid
● Scrap metal
● Wood
● Textiles
The following was not considered contaminated for this evaluation, despite not being
accepted for recycling:
● Nips, pill bottles
● Non-recyclable plastic (e.g., #3, #4, #6, plastic buckets, Rubbermaid or
Tupperware items, toys)
● A single plastic bag
● Bubble mailers (i.e., large envelopes padded with bubble packaging)
● Clean paper towels or napkins

APPENDIX 2: Supporting documents, reports
Curbside:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1vUr545-41PwtGi009v2x5sfjRWPk6CtR?usp=sharing

Dropoff:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1N7sCp6RH2DY5SAXZ7vkDWgnGUY45ypmv?usp=sharing

Private Hauler:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oySNYrtYlggW_resTaETYTXHxsTItdxf
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APPENDIX 3: TAGS, CARDS AND SIGNS
Oops tags
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Sample Transfer Station handout
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Sample mailer
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Don’t bag Recyclables sign
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Other graphics, handouts, flyers, and tags here
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1XXEmjXVSwcg6nw75rJk9onv9VnB2tfGH?usp=sharing

APPENDIX 4: Photos
Sorted by town name here
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1O40nwMQXb7b3O7POjHSYbMkZyTdiwhc7?usp=sharing

APPENDIX 5: Duxbury report – a model of best management
practices at transfer stations
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LFHThvHqfWmLLSZ6GC3o5zL-MNMynmMT/view?usp=sharing

APPENDIX 6: Relevant regulations
Abington

https://www.abingtonma.gov/sites/abingtonma/files/file/file/amended_rules_and_regulations.pdf

Cohasset

http://www.cohassetma.org/DocumentCenter/View/1338/Cohasset-RTF-Regulations-Approved--12318?bidId=

Duxbury

https://www.town.duxbury.ma.us/sites/duxburyma/files/uploads/transfer_station_rules_regs_2019.pdf

Hanson

https://www.hansonma.gov/sites/hansonma/files/uploads/hanson_transfer_station_regulations_final.pdf

Hingham

https://www.hingham-ma.gov/296/Rules-Regulations

Hull

http://www.town.hull.ma.us/Public_Documents/HullMA_Health/trash/TrashHaulerRegs06.pdf
https://www.kingstonmass.org/vertical/sites/%7B14403534-636B-4C7F-A416D66D8321CF44%7D/uploads/2019-2020_Recycling_and_Disposal_Center_Rates.pdf,

Kingston

https://www.kingstonmass.org/vertical/sites/%7B14403534-636B-4C7F-A416D66D8321CF44%7D/uploads/Private_Haulers_Board.pdf

http://www.middleborough.com/DocumentCenter/View/92/Curbside-Trash-Recycle-InformationMiddleboro PDF
Norwell

http://www.townofnorwell.net/board-health/trash-recycling/pages/curbside-trash-recyclingprogram

Plymouth

https://plymouthpublichealth.files.wordpress.com/2018/01/regulations_for_private_haulers.pdf

Rockland

https://www.rocklandma.gov/sites/rocklandma/files/uploads/rules_reg_revised_automated_updated_2019.pdf

Scituate

http://www.scituatema.gov/transfer-station/pages/recycling-information

Whitman

http://www.whitman-ma.gov/DocumentCenter/Home/View/35

APPENDIX 7: Media and web outreach
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1LbME8xHzCMw9GABz-qBMtTXrrE1zGbFN?usp=sharing
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